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Independent Project Checkpoint Oliver Twist Critical essay Question: How does Charles Dickens represent the fate of
the individual in the victorian era?.

He is reckless and very good at pickpocketing. The profound seriousness of his genius, already suggesting
itself in the course of Mr. The city shaped his life it also patterns his work in complex and fascinating ways.
Also the difficulty of Oliver's birth and the fact his mother dies, gives us some idea of the dangers of child
birth in Victorian society and the amount of negligence his mother receives from the surgeon Oliver does not
find the need to take caution when accepting this proposal, but rather accepts it simply based on the fact that
this is what he needs in order for survival. Bill Sykes, who with Fagin is one of the primary villains ultimately
gets killed while Fagin loses all the wealth that he obtained from the boys who pickpocketed the valuables for
him. The popularity of the novel and its author has made the book a frequent subject of literary criticism.
There are several scenes of melodrama, with passages marrying humour and horror together.
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with the miseries of poverty and the spread of its degrading effects through society. Essay Topic: Literature ,
Art Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! What a noble illustration of the tender laws of this
favoured country! Justice and its variant form are very important in Oliver Twist and is a theme used by
dickens to represent fate of certain individuals in the Victorian era. All are completely different characters as
while Oliver is shy, Fagin and Sikes are erious criminals while My Bumble is powerful man, the church
official for the workhouse in which Oliver stayed in until asking him for more gruel. The book has adapted
into several films and musical. Oliver, Rose and just about all the other characters live happily while the bad
and evil character Fagin and Sikes both get hanged. He sees Bates and Dodger commit the crime and
instantaneously recognizes it as an evil act. It can also be seen to be used as a symbolic map through which
human relationships. It also delves into the crude and brutal life styles of criminals. These workhouses were
unkempt, unmonitored and overly in a chaotic state. He has been trained by Fagin from an early age and he is
very good at it. It was Dickens first novel written under his own name when he was 24 years old and in it he
already reveals his sharp, but comic comments and criticism. It was only the family of Maylies and Brownlow
who were nice and caring to Oliver. The reader is already wary of the justice system because of how close
Oliver becomes to being an innocent victim of it. Oliver is born into a workhouse with no name where he is
starved, beaten, and treated like a prisoner during the first ten years of his life. Charles Dickens lived there
most of his life, growing from a poor child to a publicly famous, but often privately troubled, writer. In an Era
when crime was a major problem faced by society, Dickens wanted to show how criminals really lived, in
order to discourage poor people from turning to crime.


